Synthesis of lidocaine-loaded PLGA microparticles by flow focusing. Effects on drug loading and release properties.
In the present work, two methods for the preparation of lidocaine-loaded PLGA microparticles are compared. The differences between the polymeric particles obtained by solvent evaporation (SEVM) or flow focusing (FF) were studied by means of scanning electron microscopy and surface thermodynamics determinations. A detailed investigation of the capabilities of the polymer particles to load this drug is described. The physical state of the drug in the polymeric particles and the existence of interactions between both entities were studied by differential scanning calorimetry. The main factors determining the lidocaine incorporation and the release kinetics were the synthesis procedure followed, the amount of drug dissolved in the organic phase during the synthesis routine, the type of polymer (molecular weight and end chemical groups) and the size and the hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of the particles. The FF technology allowed higher drug incorporations and slower release kinetics. The release studies showed a biphasic profile probably due to diffusion-cum-degradation mediated processes.